
208Pb/206Pb = 2.1681 
Catanzaro et al. (1968)

NBS 981
233U/236U = 1.01906
Verbruggen et al., (2008)

IRMM 3636

Pb:  Puratronic metal
U: CRM 115 metal
238U/206Pb = 20.0741

Pb:  NBS 981 metal
U: CRM 112a metal
238U/206Pb = 59.820

Pb:  NBS 982 metal
U: CRM 112a metal
238U/206Pb = 10.6337

Sample (206Pb*/238U)

Sample (207Pb*/235U)

Sample (207Pb*/206Pb*)

SI base unit of mass:
Kilogram (kg)

SI base unit of length:
Metre (m)

SI base unit of time:
Second (s)

SI-derived unit of radioactivity:
Becquerel (Bq)

Puratronic Pb

Isotopic composition:
204Pb/206Pb = 0.0548861
207Pb/206Pb = 0.856720
208Pb/206Pb = 2.10227

NBS 982 Pb

Isotopic composition:
204Pb/206Pb = 0.0272058 
207Pb/206Pb = 0.466967
208Pb/206Pb = 1.000249

NBS 981 Pb

Isotopic composition:
204Pb/206Pb = 0.0590074
207Pb/206Pb = 0.914683  

CRM 115 U
Isotopic composition:
238U/235U = 491.548

Isotopic composition:
238U/235U = 137.841 

Isotopic composition:
238U/235U = 0.999781 

CRM 112a UCRM U500 U

U double spike ratio
233U/235U = 0.995062

Pb double spike ratio
202Pb/205Pb = 0.99924

Pb minor IC (ET535)
204Pb/205Pb = 0.00009 
206Pb/205Pb = 0.00389
207Pb/205Pb = 0.000296
208Pb/205Pb = 0.000744

Pb concentration
205Pb = 1.03116E-11
moles/g

U concentration
235U = 1.03356E-9
moles/g

EARTHTIME RRP/GSC JMM

Mixed (IC and purity) traceability

U IC traceability

Purity traceability
Pb IC traceability

Decay constant (direct counting) traceability

Key to colour coding
of connecting lines

206Pb/238U date 

207Pb/235U date 

207Pb/206Pb date 

 

 

2. Isotope and assay reference materials

3. Mixed U-Pb gravimetric reference solutions 

4. Mixed U-Pb Tracers

1. Gravimetrically de�ned isotopic ratios

5. Sample analyses by isotope dilution and
isotope ratio mass spectrometry

6. Age equations

U decay constants

0. SI and SI-derived units

A Traceability  Schematic for the Calibration of 
(EARTHTIME) U-Pb Isotope Dilution Geochronology

These  isotope ratios are known 
by weighing high-purity mono-
isotopic materials and are 
therefore traceable to the SI kg.

Isotope and assay reference 
materials have isotopic 
compositions that are 
calibrated relative to the 
gravimetrically defined 
isotope ratios (box #1).  The 
assay of these materials has 
also been determined using 
chemical and mass-
spectrometric methods so 
that they are traceble to 
the SI kg. 

These ‘information‛ boxes 
represent the three 
gravimetric reference 
solutions against which the 
mixed U-Pb tracers (box #4) 
are calibrated.   Each solution 
is prepared by dissolving 
accurately weighed pieces of 
Pb and U reference materials 
such that both the (relative 
and absolute) concentration 
and isotopic composition of the 
resulting mixed U-Pb solutions 
is known and traceble.

Isotope tracer solutions are 
admixed with each sample 
during dissolution.  The ‘tracer‛ 
can be considered to have a 
number of distinct paremeters 
(ICs and concentrations) 
represented by the  white 
boxes.  The concentration of 
Pb and U tracer isotopes are 
calibrated relative to the 
three gravimetric reference 
solutions (box #3) via isotope 
dilution.
 
The isotopic composition of 
the Pb and U double spikes 
(DS) are calibrated against 
the primary isotope reference 
materials (box #1).  Note that 
the DS ratios are used to 
correct for mass fractionation 
of the tracer/gravimetric 
mixes that yield the 
concentration information.  

Samples are dissolved in the 
presence of the mixed U-Pb 
tracers (box # 4) and then Pb and 
U are analysed by IRMS.  This 
allows the concentration of Pb and 
U to be determined relative to the 
tracer isotopes and therefore the 
concentrations (and inferentially 
U/Pb ratio) can be determined and 
are traceable to the kg.  Double 
spikes (or isotope reference 
materials) are used to correct for 
mass fractionation during IRMS.

These are the primary 
units of measurement 
and represent the 
foundation of the U-Pb 
calibration schematic.

The primary source of U decay constant information is the set of (alpha particle) counting experiments of Jaffey et al. 
(1971).  These experiments used high-purity U and proportional counters (geometry was determined by length 
deteriminations) to determine λ238U and λ235U.  Recent studies (Mattinson, 2000, 2010; Scheone et al., 2006) have 
demonstrated that the relative magnitude of the decay constants can be constrained by analyzing U/Pb ratios in minerals 
that have behaved as closed systems. Using this tracer calibration, a revised 235U would then be traceable to SI units.  
When a 233U-235U DS is employed, independent information about the sample 238U/235U is required (e.g., Hiess et al., 2012).

Knowledge of a sample's U IC is required to 
estimate U mass fractionation during analysis 
using a 233U-235U double spike, and to 
determine the concentration of 238U and 235U.  
Typical sample sizes for U-Pb analyses rule out 
a concurrent U IC determination, requiring 
a priori knowledge of the sample U IC.  

�e schematic below is a graphical representation of the metrological 
traceability of U-Pb isotope dilution geochronology.  It shows a series of 
calibration experiments (represented by the colour boxes) that are inter-linked 
(connections are illustrated as colour lines). Together, these experiments 
establish the traceability of U-Pb dates (box #6, upper right) to a series of SI 
units (box #0 at base of diagram).  Within each of the coloured boxes, white 
boxes describe parameters measured by Condon et al. (this paper) and McLean 
et al. (in review), detailing the materials being used/analysed and values 
used/detrmined for each parameter.  �e �ow of information follows the 
connections, leaving an ‘information box’ at the top and entering the next 

information box at its base. Note that as the calibration progresses, the 
traceability of both isotopic composition and assay determinations become 
mixed as the double spikes are used to correct for mass fractionation of the 
tracer-gravimetric mixes that are  used to determine the concentration of the 
tracer isotopes.  �is schemeatic also includes information about the U decay 
constant measurements and their traceability via both direct counting and 
intercalibration expeirments. See the grey-boxed annotations and Condon et 
al. (this paper) and McLean et al. (in review) for further explanation and 
references.  For documentation and a detailed discussion of the uncertainty 
propagation see McLean et al. (in review).  

e.g., 238U/235Uzircon = 137.818
(Hiess et al., 2012)

λ238U and λ235U (direct counting)
λ238U = 0.155125  ±  0.00016 Ga-1

λ235U = 0.98485  ±  0.00134 Ga-1

(Ja�ey et al., 1971)

λ238U/λ235U
(intercalibration)

To be determined (see Mattinson, 
2000, 2010; Schoene et al., 2006)

Sample 238U/235U

Purity = 99.99890%Purity = 99.99767% 
Purity = 99.99986%

Purity = 99.975% Purity = 99.975%

U decay constants

206Pbsample/205Pbtracer*

207Pbsample/205Pbtracer*

238Usample/233Utracer

235Usample/233Utracer
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207Pb*      eλ235 t - 1   235U
206Pb*      eλ238 t - 1   238U

=

207Pb*/235U  =  eλ235 t  - 1

206Pb*/238U  =  eλ238 t  - 1


